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CONFIGURING A DISTRIBUTED ANTENNA SYSTEM

Cross-Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application Serial No.

61/528,310 filed August 29, 201 1 and titled "Configuring A Distributed Antenna

System," the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

Technical Field

[0002] The present invention relates generally to telecommunications and, more

particularly (although not necessarily exclusively), to systems and methods for

configuring a distributed antenna system.

Background

[0003] A distributed antenna system ("DAS") can be used to extend the coverage

of a cellular communication system to areas of traditionally low signal coverage, such as

within buildings, tunnels, or in areas obstructed by terrain features. A DAS can extend

coverage by receiving signals from a base station of a cellular communication system

and re-transmitting the signals directly into low-coverage areas. A DAS can include a

master unit in communication with carrier systems, such as base stations of cellular

service providers, and a group of remote antenna units. The remote antenna units can

be physically separate from the master unit, but in communication with the master unit

over a serial link. A remote antenna unit can wirelessly communicate signals to

wireless devices positioned in a coverage area.



[0004] The master unit can receive signals from multiple base stations. Signals

from different base stations may have frequencies within common frequency bands.

Signals from different base stations may also be provided to different remote antenna

units.

[0005] The DAS can include communication transport links between a master

unit and the remote antenna units. The communication transport links can provide

signal paths between a base station and the remote antenna units. Configuring the

DAS by determining the communication transport links over which signals are provided

can be difficult.

[0006] One method for assigning signals to communication transport links uses

hardware included in each communication transport link. For example, the DAS can

include RF switches and a switching matrix for a technician to assign signals from

multiple base stations to specific communication transport links. Hardware-based

solutions may be impractical and costly as the size and complexity of a DAS increases,

such as for a DAS having complex systems of many remote antenna units. For

example, hardware may lack flexibility that is helpful in accounting for system changes.

Furthermore, modifying the configuration subsequent to deployment can be difficult

generally, and impossible to complete while allowing the DAS to continue to function.

[0007] Accordingly, systems and methods are desirable for configuring

communication transport links of a DAS.



Summary

[0008] In one aspect, a method for developing a configuration plan for

communication transport links of a distributed antenna system is provided. The

distributed antenna system includes a unit in communication with remote antenna units

over the communication transport links. The unit can receive signals from at least one

base station. The method involves determining characteristics of each of the signals.

The characteristics for each signal can include a respective frequency occupancy of the

signal, a respective digital bandwidth of the signal, and a respective coverage zone to

which to provide the signal. The frequency occupancy can include the minimum

frequency component and the maximum frequency component of the signal. The digital

bandwidth can include a bandwidth for communicating the signal via the communication

transport links. The method also involves determining a hardware capability of the

distributed antenna system. The hardware capability includes a respective available

bandwidth for each communication transport link. The method also involves

determining the configuration plan based on the hardware capability and the

characteristics of the signals. The configuration plan specifies a configuration of the

communication transport links for transporting the digital representations of the signals.

The method also involves outputting the configuration plan.

[0009] In another aspect, a system for developing a configuration plan of a

distributed antenna system is provided. The system includes a unit and a processor

disposed in the unit. The unit can receive signals from a base station and communicate

the signals to remote antenna units via communication transport links of the distributed

antenna system. The processor can determine an association of coverage zones with



coverage sets. Each coverage zone represents a subset of the remote antenna units.

Each coverage set includes band sets to be provided to a common coverage zone.

Each band set includes a subset of the signals. Each band set is represented by a

band stream. The processor can also determine a hardware capability of the distributed

antenna system. The hardware capability includes a respective available bandwidth for

each communication transport link. The processor can also determine the configuration

plan based on the available bandwidth of each communication transport link, a

respective frequency occupancy of each band set, a respective digital bandwidth of

each band set, and associations between the coverage zones and the respective

coverage sets. The frequency occupancy for the band set includes the minimum

frequency component and the maximum frequency component of the signals of the

band sets. The digital bandwidth includes a bandwidth for communicating the signal via

the respective communication transport link. The processor can also output the

configuration plan.

[001 0] In another aspect, a distributed antenna system is provided. The

distributed antenna system includes remote antenna units grouped into coverage zones

and a unit in communication with the remote antenna units over communication

transport links. Each coverage zone includes a subset of the remote antenna units.

The unit includes a configuration module. The configuration module is configured for

determining characteristics of signals. The characteristics for each signal can include a

respective frequency occupancy of the signal, a respective digital bandwidth of the

signal, and a respective coverage zone to which to provide the signal. The frequency

occupancy can include the minimum frequency component and the maximum frequency



component of the signal. The digital bandwidth can include a bandwidth for

communicating the signal via the communication transport links. The configuration

module is also configured for determining a hardware capability of the distributed

antenna system. The hardware capability includes a respective available bandwidth for

each communication transport link. The configuration module is also configured for

determining a configuration plan based on the hardware capability and the

characteristics of the signals. The configuration plan specifies a configuration of the

communication transport links for transporting the digital representations of the signals.

The configuration module is also configured for outputting the configuration plan.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[001 1] Figure 1 is a block diagram of a distributed antenna system in which a

configuration module for configuring the distributed antenna system is disposed

according to one aspect.

[001 2] Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of a configuration module according

to one aspect.

[001 3] Figure 3 is a flow chart illustrating a process for configuring a distributed

antenna system according to one aspect.

[0014] Figure 4 is a modeling diagram illustrating assignment of band sets to

coverage zones via coverage sets by a unit according to one aspect.

[001 5] Figure 5 is a flow chart illustrating a process for configuring

communication transport links of a distributed antenna system based on the available

bandwidth of the communication transport links according to one aspect.



[001 6] Figure 6 is a flow chart illustrating a process for configuring

communication transport links of a distributed antenna system based on bandwidth of

band sets according to one aspect.

[0017] Figure 7 is a flow chart illustrating a process for configuring the

communication transport links using common band sets, shared band sets, and zone-

specific band sets according to one aspect.

Detailed Description

[001 8] Certain aspects and examples of the present invention are directed to a

configuration module for a DAS that can automatically develop a plan for configuring

communication transport links in the DAS. The configuration module can be disposed

in a unit of the DAS, such as (but not limited) a master unit. The unit can communicate

signals from one or more base stations to the remote antenna units over the

communication transport links, either directly or via one or more extension units. The

configuration module can determine characteristics for each signal, such as a

respective frequency occupancy of the signal, a respective digital bandwidth of the

signal, and a respective coverage zone to which to provide the signal. The

configuration module can also determine a respective available bandwidth for each

communication transport link as well as other hardware capabilities for the DAS. The

configuration module can generate and output a configuration plan for the

communication transport links based on the hardware capability and characteristics.

The configuration plan can include an assignment of signals communicated via the unit

to communication transport links between the unit and the remote antenna units,



communication transport links between the unit and an extension unit, and/or

communication transport links between the extension unit and the remote antenna units.

[001 9] As used herein, the term "communication transport link" can include one

or more physical connections providing a signal path between devices in a

telecommunication system, such as (but not limited to) master units and remote

antenna units of a DAS. A communication transport link can include any type of

communication medium over which signals can be communicated between devices in a

telecommunication system. Non-limiting examples of suitable communication mediums

include copper cable (such as a coaxial cable), optical fiber, and microwave link. A

communication transport link can have characteristics that limit the number of signals

that can be provided over the communication transport link. A non-limiting example of

such characteristics includes the total bandwidth of signal transportation provided by the

communication transport link.

[0020] As used herein, the term "bandwidth" can include an analog bandwidth or

a digital bandwidth. An analog bandwidth can be associated with an analog signal

received by a distributed antenna system from a base station. A digital bandwidth can

be associated with a digital signal communicated via the communication transport links

of a distributed antenna system. For example, an analog signal communicated via an

analog frequency channel having an analog bandwidth of 5 MHz may be communicated

via a digital link having a digital bandwidth of 60 MHz.

[0021] As used herein, the term "the frequency occupancy" can include a range

of frequencies for frequency components of a signal or a group of signals. The

frequency occupancy of a signal or a group of signals can include (or be described with



respect to) the minimum frequency component of the signal and a maximum frequency

component of the signal.

[0022] As used herein, the term "assignment of signals" can include identifying

one or more coverage zones to which a signal will be provided, associating the

coverage zones with coverage sets, and determining the communication transport link

over which to provide each coverage set to its associated coverage zone.

[0023] As used herein, the term "coverage zone" can include a geographical area

in a telecommunication system, such as a DAS, in which wireless devices can

communicate with one or more remote antenna units providing signal coverage to the

geographical area. Each remote antenna unit can be assigned to a coverage zone. In

some aspects, sub-sets of the remote antenna units within a coverage zone may be

assigned to transmit different sub-sets of a group of signals provided to the coverage

zone.

[0024] As used herein, the term "coverage set" can include a grouping of band

sets to be provided to a coverage zone. Each coverage set may be associated with one

or more coverage zones.

[0025] As used herein, the term "band set" can include a set of signals having an

association with a common coverage zone. A band set can include the signals from

one or more base stations. A band set can include a set of signals having a common

frequency band. In additional or alternative aspects, a band set can include signals

from individual channels of assigned frequency bands. The individual channels of

assigned frequency bands can be channels from different frequency bands, such as RF

bands. The band set may include signals from multiple channels from respective



multiple frequency bands. In additional or alternative aspects, a band set can include

signals from individual channels from different frequency bands mapped to a common

base band. In additional or alternative aspects, signals from base stations can be

combined into band sets based on the bandwidth of the signals, the start frequencies of

the signals, and the stop frequencies of the signals.

[0026] Signals can be transmitted via the DAS as digital data streams

representing the signals received from the base stations. A digital data stream can

include a series of digital samples representing a signal. The signals transmitted via the

DAS can be grouped into band sets. Grouping the signals into band sets can include

combining digital data streams representing signals in a given frequency band into a

combined signal that is a band stream. The band stream may be a single digital data

stream representing the combined signals included in the band set. The band stream

may have a band stream bandwidth. The band stream bandwidth can include the

combined bandwidths of the signals of the band set represented by the band stream.

[0027] A configuration module can develop a plan for configuring the

communication transport links based on the hardware capability of the DAS and

characteristics of the signals transported via the DAS. Non-limiting examples of the

hardware capability of the DAS can include one or more of the number of

communication transport links between each unit and each remote antenna unit, the

maximum bandwidth that can be provided over each communication transport link, the

maximum number of band streams capable of being provided over each of the

communication transport links, etc. Non-limiting examples of characteristics of the

signals transported via the DAS include one or more of the bandwidth of each signal,



the bandwidth of each band stream included in a coverage set, the coverage zone to

which the coverage set is being provided, etc.

[0028] In some aspects, the configuration module can develop the plan based on

an association of coverage zones with coverage sets by sorting the band sets in a

coverage set based on the bandwidth of each band set. Band sets can sorted from

largest to smallest bandwidth. The configuration module can assign each band set to a

communication transport link in order of decreasing bandwidth until either the maximum

bandwidth of the communication transport link or maximum number of band sets that

can be provided over the communication transport link is reached. If no additional band

sets can be provided over the first communication transport link, the configuration

module can select a second communication transport link and continue assigning band

sets in decreasing order of the bandwidth of the sorted band sets. The configuration

can iteratively continue this process until all band sets are assigned or until no more

communication transport links are available.

[0029] In other aspects, the configuration module can group the band sets in a

coverage set into separate subsets for common band sets, shared band sets, and zone-

specific band sets. Common band sets can include band sets that are provided to all of

the coverage zones in a DAS. Shared band sets can include band sets that are

provided to more than one but fewer than all of the coverage zones in a DAS. Zone-

specific band sets can include band sets that are provided to a single coverage zone in

a DAS. The configuration module can assign all common band sets in order of

decreasing bandwidth to communication transport links, assign all shared band sets in



order of decreasing bandwidth, and assign zone-specific band sets in order of

decreasing bandwidth.

[0030] The configuration module can output the plan via any suitable mechanism,

such as providing the plan for display in a graphical user interface. The outputted plan

can be used to select each communication transport link over which the unit can provide

each band set to each of the destination coverage zone. In other aspects, outputting

the plan can include a system controller automatically executing the plan for the DAS.

[0031] Detailed descriptions of these aspects and examples are discussed below.

These illustrative examples are given to introduce the reader to the general subject

matter discussed here and are not intended to limit the scope of the disclosed concepts.

The following sections describe various additional aspects and examples with reference

to the drawings in which like numerals indicate like elements, and directional

descriptions are used to describe the illustrative examples but, like the illustrative

examples, should not be used to limit the present invention.

[0032] Figure 1 depicts a DAS 10 in which a configuration module 26 for

configuring the DAS 10 is disposed. The DAS 10 can include a unit 14, extension units

16a-b, and remote antenna units 18a-h. The DAS 10 can be positioned in an area of

low signal coverage, such as the interior of a building, to extend wireless

communication coverage. Extending wireless coverage can include communicating

signals between base stations 12a-n and wireless devices positioned in a coverage

area of the DAS 10 .



[0033] The DAS 10 can receive downlink signals from one or more base stations

12a-n via a wired or wireless communication medium. The DAS 10 can also provide

uplink signals to the base stations 12a-n.

[0034] The unit 14 can communicate uplink and downlink signals between the

base stations 12a-n and one or more remote antenna units 18a-h distributed in the

environment to provide coverage within a service area of the DAS 10 . A non-limiting

example of a unit 14 is a master unit, such as (but not limited to) a digital conversion

station.

[0035] The unit 14 can convert downlink signals received from the base stations

12a-n, such as RF signals, into one or more digital data streams. A group of signals

represented by digital data streams can form a band set. The unit 14 can include

circuitry, such as summers or multiplexers, configured to combine the digital data

streams within a band set into a band stream. The band stream may be a single digital

data stream that includes the digital data streams representing the signals in a band set.

In some aspects, combining the digital data streams can include summing or adding

signals within a band set. In other aspects, combining the digital data streams can

include multiplexing the digital data streams into a serialized band stream.

[0036] The unit 14 can provide downlink signals, such as digital data streams, to

the remote antenna units 18a-d via one or more extension units 16a-b. A non-limiting

example of an extension unit is a transport extension node. The extension units 16a-b

can extend the range of the unit 14. For example, a unit 14 may transmit optical

downlink signals over an optical fiber link to extension units 16a-b. The extension units

16a-b can convert the optical downlink signals to electrical downlink signals and provide



the electrical downlink signals to remote antenna units 18a-d over a copper cable, such

as a coaxial cable, or other suitable communication medium.

[0037] The unit 14 can also directly provide downlink signals to the remote

antenna units 18e-h. Directly providing downlink signals can include, for example,

communicating the downlink signals from the unit 14 to the remote antenna units 18e-h

without the downlink signals being received by a separate communication device, such

as a transport extension node or other device, in the signal path between the unit 14

and a remote antenna unit.

[0038] The remote antenna units 18a-h can convert digital data streams to RF

signals. The remote antenna units 18a-h can amplify the downlink signals and radiate

the downlink signals to a number of different wireless devices, such as (not limited to)

cellular phones, operating in the environment of the DAS 10. A non-limiting example of

a remote antenna unit is a universal access point.

[0039] A group of one or more remote antenna units 18a-h can service a

coverage zone. Each coverage zone can be a geographical area in the DAS 10

environment where certain wireless devices can communicate with the group of remote

antenna units. For example, the remote antenna units 18a-d can be included in a

coverage zone servicing a first area where wireless devices are located and the remote

antenna units 18e-h can be included in a coverage zone servicing a different area

where wireless devices are located.

[0040] In an uplink direction, the remote antenna units 18a-h can receive uplink

RF signals, convert them to digital data streams, and provide the uplink digital data

streams to the unit 14 or the extension units 16a-b. The extension units 16a-b can



combine uplink digital data streams into combined digital data streams, such as band

streams, and provide the combined digital data streams to the unit 14. In some

aspects, the unit 14 can convert uplink digital data streams received from the remote

antenna units 18a-h or the extension units 16a-b into uplink RF signals. The unit 14 can

provide the uplink RF signals to the base stations 12a-n. In other aspects, the unit 14

can convert uplink digital data streams received from the remote antenna units 18a-h

into digital signals formatted for transmission to the base stations 12a-n that

communicate using digital signals, in a standardized digital format or otherwise.

[0041] The unit 14, extension units 16a-b, and remote antenna units 18a-h can

communicate via communication transport links 28a-j. A communication transport link

can include one or a series of physical connections over which a remote antenna unit

can communicate with the unit 14 directly or through an extension unit. A

communication transport link can include any type of communication medium capable of

transporting signals between the unit 14, the extension units 16a-b, and the remote

antenna units 18a-h. Each of the communication transport links 28a-j can have a

maximum available bandwidth or be associated with a maximum number of digital data

streams that can be provided over the communication transport link. The maximum

available bandwidth or a maximum number of digital data streams can be determined

from the type of communication medium used for the communication transport link.

[0042] Although the DAS 10 is depicted as including one unit 14, two extension

units 16a-b, and eight remote antenna units 18a-h, any number (including one) of each

can be used. For example, a typical DAS 10 may include dozens of extension units and

hundreds of remote antenna units.



[0043] The DAS 10 can also include a configuration module 26 disposed in the

unit 14. In other aspects, the configuration module 26 can be disposed in a system

controller external to the unit 14 that can control the unit 14.

[0044] The configuration module 26 can determine a plan for configuring the

communication transport links 28a-j between various components of the DAS 10 . The

configuration module 26 can output the plan to the DAS 10 or to a display via a

graphical user interface. The outputted plan can be used to select the communication

transport links 28a-j over which the unit 14 provides the band sets to the remote

antenna units. In some aspects, outputting the plan can include the unit 14

automatically configuring the communication transport links 28a-j. In other aspects, the

plan is outputted to a user via the graphical user interface. The user can manually

configure the communication transport links 28a-j using the plan.

[0045] Figure 2 depicts an example of the configuration module 26. The

configuration module 26 may be any device that can process data and execute code

that is a set of instructions to perform actions. The configuration module 26 includes a

processor 202, a memory 204, a bus 206, and an input/output (I/O) interface 208. The

memory 204 includes a configuration engine 2 10 .

[0046] The processor 202 can execute code stored on a computer-readable

medium, such as the memory 204, to cause the configuration module 26 to determine a

plan for configuring the communication transport links 28a-j in the DAS 10. Non-limiting

examples of a processor 202 include a microprocessor, an application-specific

integrated circuit ("ASIC"), a field-programmable Gate Array ("FPGA"), or other suitable



processor. The processor 202 may include one processor or any number of

processors.

[0047] The processor 202 can access code stored in the memory 204 via a bus

206. Memory 204 may be any non-transitory computer-readable medium capable of

tangibly embodying code and can include electronic, magnetic, or optical devices. Non-

limiting examples of a memory 204 include random access memory (RAM), read-only

memory (ROM), magnetic disk, an ASIC, a configured processor, or other storage

device. Bus 206 may be any device capable of transferring data between components

of the configuration module 26. Bus 206 can include one device or multiple devices.

[0048] Instructions can be stored in the memory 204 as executable code. The

instructions can include processor-specific instructions generated by a compiler and/or

an interpreter from code written in any suitable computer-programming language, such

as C, C++, C#, Visual Basic, Java, Python, Perl, JavaScript, and ActionScript.

[0049] The configuration module 26 can receive through an I/O interface 208

inputs such as characteristics of the signals communicated through the DAS 10 and the

hardware capabilities of the components of DAS 10 . The configuration module 26 can

store the inputs in the memory 204. In some aspects, the inputs are received via a

graphical user interface that may be displayed on a separate computing device or on a

display associated with the configuration module 26. In addition, data files including

various types of data can be stored in the memory 204. Such data can include

hardware capabilities associated with various components of the DAS 10, such as the

maximum bandwidth or maximum number of digital data stream that can be provided



over certain types of communication mediums used for communication transport links

28a-j.

[0050] The instructions can include the configuration engine 210. When

executed by the processor 202, the configuration engine 210 can determine the plan for

configuring the communication transport links 28a-j, as explained in more detail below.

The configuration engine 210 can also generate control signals for configuration module

26 to provide to the unit 14.

[0051] This exemplary system configuration is provided to illustrate configurations

of certain aspects. Other configurations and examples may of course be utilized.

[0052] Figure 3 depicts a flow chart illustrating a process 300 for configuring

communication transport links according to one aspect. The process 300 is described

with reference to the DAS 10 depicted in Figure 1 and the system implementation of

configuration module 26 depicted in Figure 2 . Other implementations and processes,

however, are possible.

[0053] In block 310, the configuration engine 2 10 determines characteristics of

the signals to be communicated using the DAS 10 . Non-limiting examples of signal

characteristics include the frequency band of a signal, the bandwidth of the signal, a

digital bandwidth for transporting a digital representation of the signal, a frequency

occupancy of each signal, etc. The frequency band and bandwidth may be associated

with the type of signal received from each of the base stations 12a-n, such as signals

transmitted using a Global System for Mobile Communications ("GSM") standard.

Another signal characteristic that may be received by configuration engine 2 10 is the

coverage zone to which the signal is to be provided.



[0054] In some aspects, the configuration engine 2 10 can receive inputs via the

I/O interface 208 regarding the signal characteristics. For example, the configuration

engine 2 10 may receive inputs for one or more of the signals regarding the coverage

zone to which the signal or signals are to be provided. In other aspects, the

configuration engine 2 10 can receive the signal characteristics from the unit 14. For

example, the unit 14 may determine the frequency band and bandwidth associated with

the signals received from the base stations 12a-n. The configuration engine 2 10 can

receive the bandwidths and frequency bands from the unit 14. In other aspects, the

configuration engine 2 10 can receive the signal characteristics from the base stations

12a-n.

[0055] In block 320, the configuration engine 210 determines a hardware

capability of the DAS 10 . Non-limiting examples of the hardware capability include the

available bandwidth for each of the communication transport links 28a-j in the DAS 10,

the maximum number of digital data streams capable of being provided over each of the

communication transport links 28a-j, and the association of communication transport

links with the remote antenna units in a coverage zone. In some aspects, the

configuration engine 210 can determine the hardware capability based on inputs

received via the I/O interface 208. In other aspects, the configuration engine 2 10 can

determine the hardware capability by requesting information about each of the

communication transport links 28a-j from the unit 14 and/or extension units 16a-b. Such

information can include the types of communication mediums used by the

communication transport links 28a-j. The configuration engine 2 10 can reference a data



file stored in the memory 204 containing a table that lists the bandwidths associated

with different types of communication mediums.

[0056] In block 330, the configuration engine 2 10 determines a plan for

configuring the DAS 10 based on the characteristics of the signals and the hardware

capability of the DAS 10 . The plan can include configuring the communication transport

links between a unit 14 and a remote antenna unit, between a unit 14 and an extension

unit, and/or between an extension unit and a remote antenna unit. Determining a

configuration plan can include assigning signals to the communication transport links

28a-j. Assigning the signals can include identifying which communication transport links

28a-j are available to provide a signal to a coverage zone. In some aspects, the

configuration engine 2 10 can determine the available communication transport links

from inputs received via the I/O interface 208 of the configuration module 26. In other

aspects, the configuration engine 2 10 can determine the available communication

transport links by requesting information about the communication transport links from

the unit 14 and/or extension units 16a-b. Assigning the signals can also include

determining whether the hardware capability, such as the available bandwidth or

maximum number of digital data streams, of the identified communication transport links

allows the signal to be provided to the coverage zone over the identified communication

transport links.

[0057] Signals can be grouped into coverage sets in assigning signals to the

communication transport links 28a-j. Each coverage set can include a collection of

signals to be provided to a coverage zone. Each coverage set can be associated with

one or more coverage zones. Determining the plan for configuring the communication



transport links 28a-j can include assigning a coverage set to one or more

communication transport links 28a-j over which signals in the coverage set are to be

provided one or more coverage zones associated with the coverage set. In some

aspects, signals can be grouped into coverage sets and assigned to the coverage

zones based on inputs received via the I/O interface 208.

[0058] In block 340, the configuration engine 2 10 outputs the plan. Outputting

the plan can include providing the plan via the I/O interface 208 for display in a

graphical user interface to a user. The user can configure the unit 14 and the extension

units 16a-b based on the plan provided by configuration engine 210. In other aspects,

the configuration engine 2 10 can generate a control signal for configuring the

communication transport links 28a-j. The configuration module 26 can provide the

control signal to the unit 14 for determining, for each signal, the communication

transport links over which to provide the signal.

[0059] Figure 4 depicts a model of relationships between signals and coverage

zones generated by the configuration engine 2 10 for use in formulating a configuration

plan. The configuration engine 2 10 can group signals that the unit 14 receives from the

base stations 12a-n into band sets 402a-f, group the band sets 402a-f into coverage

sets 404a-d, and assign coverage sets 404a-d to the communication transport links

28a-j for delivery to the coverage zones 408a-e. Each of the coverage sets 404a-d can

include one or more band sets 402a -f. Coverage sets can include the same band sets

(e.g., coverage sets 404a-b) or different band sets (e.g. coverage sets 404c-d).

[0060] The configuration engine 2 10 can receive an identification of each of the

coverage zones 408a-e. Each of the coverage zones 408a-e can include a subset of



the remote antenna units, depicted as darkened circles in Figure 4, of the DAS 10 .

Each of the coverage zones 408a-e can service a physical area within the environment

of the DAS 10.

[0061] The configuration engine 2 10 can receive characteristics about the signals

that unit 14 receives from base stations 12a-n. The characteristics can include, for each

signal, a bandwidth and one or more of the coverage zones 408a-e to which the signal

is to be provided. In some aspects, the configuration engine 2 10 can receive an

assignment, for each signal, to a destination coverage zone to which the signal is to be

provided. The configuration engine 2 10 can receive the assignment as input via the I/O

interface 208. For example, the configuration engine 2 10 may receive, via the I/O

interface 208, an identification of coverage zones and a command that signals at

specific frequency bands or received from specific base stations are to be provided to

specific coverage zones. In other aspects, the configuration engine 2 10 can receive the

identification of coverage zones and assignments of signals to the destination coverage

zones from automation algorithms for assigning signals to the coverage zones 408a-e.

The automation algorithms can be stored in the memory 204 and executed by

processor 202.

[0062] The configuration engine 210 can also receive a frequency band and

associated bandwidth for each of the signals received from the base stations 12a-n.

For example, the base stations 12a-n may provide signals in the GSM-900 band of 935-

960 MHz with a bandwidth of 200 kHz, in the GSM-1 800 band of 1704-1 734 MHz with a

bandwidth of 200 kHz, in the GSM-1 900 band of 1930-1990 MHz with a bandwidth of



200 kHz, or any frequency bands and bandwidths used by one or more

telecommunication systems using the DAS 10 .

[0063] The configuration engine 2 10 can group the signals from the base stations

12a-n into band sets 402a -f. In some aspects, each of the band sets 402a-f can be

associated with a different frequency band. For example, the band set 402a may be

associated with a GSM-900 band, the band set 402b may be associated with a GSM-

1800 band, the band set 402c may be associated with a GSM-1 900 band, etc.

[0064] The configuration engine 210 can combine the signals in a band set into a

band stream representing the band set. Combining the signals in a band set into a

band stream can reduce the number of digital data streams used to provide a band set

to a coverage zone. Reducing the number of digital data streams provided to a

coverage zone can reduce the number of communication transport links used for

communicating signals between a unit 14 and the coverage zone.

[0065] The configuration engine 2 10 can group each of the band sets 402a-f into

one or more coverage sets 404a-d. Each of the coverage sets 404a-d can also be

associated with one or more coverage zones 408a-e. Each of the coverage sets 404a-

d can include the band sets that are to be provided to a coverage zone.

[0066] For example, the configuration engine 2 10 can receive input assigning the

band sets 402a-c to coverage zones 408a-c, band sets 402b, 402c, 402e to coverage

zone 408d, and band sets 402c, 402d, 402f to coverage zone 408e. Based on the

input, the configuration engine 210 can assign each of the band sets 402a-c to

coverage sets 404a-b, each of the band sets 402b, 402c, 402e to coverage set 404c,

and the band sets 402c, 402d, 402f to coverage set 404d. The configuration engine



2 10 can associate the coverage set 404a with the coverage zone 408a, the coverage

set 404b with the coverage zones 408b-c, the coverage set 404c with the coverage

zone 408d, and the coverage set 404d with the coverage zone 408e. The configuration

engine 2 10 can deternnine and output a plan to configure the communication transport

links for transporting data streams representing the band sets 402a-f based on the

association between coverage sets 404a-d and coverage zones 408a-e.

[0067] Figure 5 illustrates a process 500 for configuring the communication

transport links 28a-j of the DAS 10 based on the association of coverage sets 404a-d

and coverage zones 408a-e according to one aspect.

[0068] In block 510, the configuration engine 2 10 receives bandwidths for signals

received from base stations 12a-n. In some aspects, the configuration engine 2 10

detects a bandwidth of a signal by analyzing the signal. In other aspects, the

configuration engine 2 10 can reference a data file in the memory 204 that includes

information about the signals received from the base stations 12a-n. The data file can

identify the bandwidths of signals provided by each of the base stations 12a-n.

[0069] In block 520, the configuration engine 2 10 receives an identification of

coverage zones 408a-e to which the signals are to be provided over communication

transport links 28a-j.

[0070] In block 530, the configuration engine 2 10 receives an association of the

coverage zones 408a-e with one or more of the coverage sets 404a-d. Each of the

coverage sets 404a-d can include a sub-set of band sets, each represented by a data

stream of at least some of the signals received from the base stations 12a-n. The data



streams representing band sets in a coverage set can be provided to one or more

coverage zones associated with the coverage set.

[0071] In block 540, the configuration engine 2 10 determines an available

bandwidth for each of the communication transport links 28a-j. The bandwidth of a

communication transport link may be based on the type of communication medium for

the communication transport link. In some aspects, the configuration engine 2 10 can

use a discovery function to determine the bandwidth for each communication transport

link.

[0072] In block 550, the configuration engine 2 10 determines a plan for

configuring the communication transport links 28a-j to provide the coverage sets to the

coverage zones. The configuration engine 210 can determine the plan based on the

association between the coverage sets and the coverage zones, the bandwidth for each

of the signals included in the coverage sets 404a-d, and the available bandwidth for

each of the communication transport links 28a-j.

[0073] Determining the plan can include determining how many communication

transport links a unit 14 can use to provide a coverage set to a destination coverage

zone. The configuration engine 210 can determine if the available bandwidth of a single

communication transport link between the unit 14 and the destination coverage zone is

sufficient for an entire coverage set to be provided over the communication transport

link. The available bandwidth of the communication transport link is sufficient if the total

bandwidth associated with a coverage set does not exceed the available bandwidth of

the communication transport link. The configuration engine 2 10 can determine the total

bandwidth associated with a coverage set by summing the bandwidths of each band set



included in a coverage set. The bandwidth of each band set can be deternnined by

summing the bandwidths of each band stream included in the band set. The bandwidth

of each band stream can be determined by computing the difference between the

highest and lowest frequencies of signals included in the band stream. If the available

bandwidth of a single communication transport link is not sufficient for an entire

coverage set to be provided over the communication transport link, the configuration

engine 2 10 can assign the signals in the coverage set across multiple communication

transport links. Each of the communication transport links between the unit 14 and the

destination coverage zone can be used to provide one or more of the signals to the

destination coverage zone.

[0074] In some aspects, the configuration engine 210 can determine the plan

based on the bandwidth for each band stream representing a band set. The

configuration engine 2 10 can assign band streams representing band sets, rather than

the digital data streams representing individual signals, across multiple communication

transport links based on the bandwidths of the band streams. The configuration engine

2 10 can determine the bandwidth of a band stream by computing the difference

between the highest and lowest frequency signals in the band set represented by the

band stream.

[0075] In block 560, the configuration engine 210 outputs the plan to the

configuration module 26. In some aspects, the configuration module 26 can generate

and provide a control signal to the unit 14 for configuring the communication transport

links 28a-j based on the plan. In other aspects, the configuration module 26 can



provide the plan to a user via a graphical interface. The user can configure the

communication transport links 28a-j based on the plan.

[0076] Figure 6 depicts additional details of an aspect of block 550 from Figure 5 .

[0077] In block 610, the configuration engine 2 10 sorts the band streams in the

selected coverage set by bandwidth from largest to smallest. For example, if the band

streams in coverage set 404a represent a band set 402a with bandwidth of 5 MHz, a

band set 402b with a bandwidth of 1.25 MHz, and a band set 402c with a bandwidth of

200 kHz, the band streams can be assigned to communication transport links in the

order of band set 402a, band set 402b, and band set 402c.

[0078] In block 620, the configuration engine 210 selects the unassigned band

stream with the largest bandwidth from the coverage set.

[0079] In block 630, the configuration engine 210 selects the first available

communication transport link between a coverage zone and a unit 14. For example, in

Figure 1, a first coverage zone can include the extension units 16a-b and remote

antenna units 18a-d, while a second coverage zone can include the remote antenna

units 18e-h. A coverage set 404a may be assigned to the first coverage zone. A unit

14 may communicate with the first coverage zone via the communication transport links

28a, 28d. The configuration engine 2 10 can select either of the communication

transport links 28a, 28d for the unit 14 to provide the coverage set 404a to the first

coverage zone in block 630.

[0080] In block 640, the configuration engine 2 10 determines whether the

selected communication transport link can transport the selected band stream. In some

aspects, the selected communication transport link cannot transport the selected band



stream if the bandwidth of the selected band stream exceeds the available bandwidth of

the selected communication transport link. The configuration engine 2 10 can determine

whether the bandwidth of the selected band stream is less than the remaining available

bandwidth for the selected communication transport link by comparing the total

bandwidth of the band streams assigned to the selected communication transport link,

the total bandwidth of the communication transport link, and the bandwidth of the

selected band stream. If the bandwidth of the selected band stream is greater than the

remaining available bandwidth for the selected communication transport link, then the

selected communication transport link cannot transport the selected band stream.

[0081] In other aspects, the selected communication transport link cannot

transport the selected band stream if the number of band streams already assigned to

the selected communication transport link is equal to the maximum number of digital

data streams that can be provided over the selected communication transport link. The

configuration engine 210 can determine the maximum number of digital data streams by

referencing a data file stored in the memory 204. The data file can include information

about the number of digital data streams that can be provided over various types of

communication transport links 28a-j. If the number of band streams assigned to the

communication transport link is equal to the maximum number of digital data streams,

then the selected communication transport link cannot transport the selected band

stream.

[0082] If the selected communication transport link cannot transport the selected

band stream, the configuration engine 210 determines whether another communication

transport link is available in block 650. If another communication transport link is



available, the process selects the next available communication transport link in block

652 and returns to block 640. In the example described above with respect to block

630, between unit 14 and a coverage zone may be multiple communication transport

links capable of carrying signals between unit 14 and remote antenna units in the

coverage zone. The unit 14 may be able to provide the band streams representing the

band sets 402a, 402b of a coverage set 404a to the first coverage zone 408a over the

one or more of the communication transport links. The unit 14 may not be able to

provide the band stream representing the band set 402c to the first coverage zone 408a

over a first communication transport link. The configuration engine 210 can determine

that a second communication transport link is available in block 650, select the second

communication transport link for providing the band set 402c in block 652, and continue

the process of assigning the band streams to the communication transport links in block

640.

[0083] If no other communication transport links are available, the configuration

engine 2 10 terminates the process and outputs an error message in block 660. The

configuration engine 2 10 can provide the error message via the I/O interface 208 to be

displayed at a graphical user interface. An error message can indicate that the DAS 10

cannot provide a coverage set to a destination coverage zone.

[0084] If the selected communication transport link can transport the selected

band stream, the configuration engine 2 10 assigns the selected band stream to the

selected communication transport link in block 670. The configuration engine 210 can

cause the assignment of the band stream to the selected communication transport link

to be stored in a data file in the memory 204.



[0085] In block 680, the configuration engine 2 10 determines whether the

coverage set includes any remaining unassigned band streams. If the coverage set

includes any remaining unassigned band streams, the process returns to block 620. In

some aspects, the configuration engine 2 10 can determine if any unassigned band

streams exist by comparing the assignments of band streams to communication

transport links stored in the memory 204 with the band streams in each coverage set. If

the coverage set does not include any unassigned band streams, the plan for

configuring the communication transport links 28a-j is complete and the process

terminates at block 690.

[0086] Figure 7 depicts additional details of an aspect of block 550 from Figure 5

using common band sets, shared band sets, and zone-specific band sets. Common

band sets can include band sets assigned to all coverage zones 408a-e. Shared band

sets can include band sets assigned to more than one but fewer than all coverage

zones 408a-e. Zone-specific band sets can include band sets that are assigned to only

one of coverage zones 408a-e.

[0087] In block 702, the configuration engine 2 10 sorts the band streams in the

selected coverage set by bandwidth from largest to smallest, as in block 6 10 of the

process depicted in Figure 6 .

[0088] In block 704, the configuration engine 2 10 groups into sub-sets the band

streams of the selected coverage set. A first sub-set can include all band streams

representing the common band sets (i.e., common band streams). One or more sub

sets can include all band streams representing shared band sets (i.e., shared band

streams). The configuration engine 2 10 can sort the sub-sets for shared band streams



in decreasing order of sub-set bandwidth. One or more sub-sets can include all band

streams representing zone-specific band sets (i.e., zone-specific band streams). The

configuration engine 2 10 can sort the sub-sets for zone-specific band streams in

decreasing order of sub-set bandwidth.

[0089] In block 706, the configuration engine 2 10 determines whether an

unassigned sub-set for common band streams is available. If so, the configuration

engine 2 10 selects the sub-set for common band streams in block 708.

[0090] In block 710, the configuration engine 210 selects the unassigned band

stream in the selected sub-set with the largest bandwidth, as in block 620 of the process

depicted in Figure 6 .

[0091] In block 712, the configuration engine 210 selects the first available

communication transport link between a unit 14 and a destination coverage zone, as in

block 630 of the process depicted in Figure 6 .

[0092] In block 714, the configuration engine 2 10 determines whether the

selected communication transport link can transport the selected band stream, as in

block 640 of the process depicted in Figure 6 .

[0093] If the selected communication transport link cannot transport the selected

band stream, the configuration engine 210 determines whether another communication

transport link is available in block 7 16 . If another communication transport link is

available, the configuration engine selects the next available communication transport

link in block 718 and returns to block 714. The process continues until terminating at

block 720 or block 734. If no other communication transport links are available, the



configuration engine 2 10 ternninates the process and outputs an error message in block

720.

[0094] If the selected communication transport link can transport the selected

band stream, the configuration engine 2 10 assigns the selected band stream to the

selected communication transport link in block 722, as in block 670 of the process

depicted in Figure 6 .

[0095] In block 724, the configuration engine 2 10 determines whether the

selected sub-set includes any remaining unassigned band streams. If the selected sub

set includes any unassigned band streams, the process returns to block 710 and

continues until terminating at block 720 or block 734.

[0096] If the configuration engine 2 10 determines in block 706 that no

unassigned sub-set for common band streams is available or in block 724 that the

selected sub-set does not include any unassigned band streams, the configuration

engine 2 10 determines if any unassigned sub-set for shared band streams is available

in block 726. If so, the configuration engine 210 selects the unassigned sub-set for

shared band streams with the largest bandwidth in block 728 and returns to block 7 10 .

The process continues until terminating at block 720 or block 734. In some aspects, the

configuration engine 2 10 can determine if any unassigned sub-sets are available by

referencing a data file stored in the memory 204 including the assignments of band

streams and sub-sets to communication transport links.

[0097] If the configuration engine 2 10 determines in block 726 that no

unassigned sub-set for shared band streams is available, the configuration engine 2 10

determines if any unassigned sub-set for zone-specific band streams is available in



block 730. If so, the configuration engine 2 10 selects the unassigned sub-set for zone-

specific band streams with the largest bandwidth in block 732 and returns to block 7 10 .

The process continues until terminating at block 720 or block 734. If the configuration

engine 2 10 determines in block 730 that no unassigned sub-set for zone-specific band

streams is available, the plan for configuring the communication transport links 28a-j is

complete and the process terminates at block 734.

[0098] In some aspects, the configuration engine 210 can use the process

depicted in Figure 7 to configure the communication transport links between a unit and

an extension unit. For example, a unit may communicate with several extension units.

If the extension units communicate with remote antenna units in overlapping coverage

zones, then each extension unit can be associated with one or more coverage zones.

Each of the extension units may be associated with remote antenna units that are

separately located in all coverage zones, remote antenna units that are separately

located in more than one but fewer than all coverage zones, or remote antenna units

that are only in a single coverage zone.

[0099] In the circumstances described above, the configuration engine 2 10 can

use the process depicted in Figure 7 to assign band streams to communication

transport links between the unit and the extension units. When the configuration engine

2 10 selects the subset for common band streams in block 708, the available

communication transport links in blocks 7 12-71 8 can be the communication links

between the unit and the extension units associated with all coverage zones. When the

configuration engine 210 selects a subset for shared band streams in block 728, the

available communication transport links in blocks 7 12-71 8 can be the communication



links between the unit and the extension units associated with the coverage zones

receiving the shared band streams. When the configuration engine 210 selects a sub

set for zone-specific band streams in block 732, the available communication transport

links in blocks 7 12-718 can be the communication links between the unit and the

extension units associated with the coverage zone receiving a zone-specific band set.

[001 00] The foregoing description of the aspects, including illustrated examples, of

the invention has been presented only for the purpose of illustration and description and

is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms disclosed.

Numerous modifications, adaptations, and uses thereof will be apparent to those skilled

in the art without departing from the scope of this invention.



Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A method for developing a configuration plan for communication transport links of

a distributed antenna system, the distributed antenna system having a unit in

communication with remote antenna units over the communication transport links, the

unit receiving a plurality of signals from at least one base station, the method

comprising:

determining characteristics comprising, for each signal, a respective frequency

occupancy of the signal, a respective digital bandwidth of the signal and a respective

coverage zone to which to provide the signal, wherein the frequency occupancy

comprises the minimum frequency component and the maximum frequency component

of the signal, wherein the digital bandwidth comprises a bandwidth for communicating

the signal via the communication transport links;

determining a hardware capability of the distributed antenna system, wherein the

hardware capability comprises a respective available bandwidth for each

communication transport link;

determining the configuration plan based on the hardware capability and the

characteristics, wherein the configuration plan specifies a configuration of the

communication transport links for transporting the digital representations of the signals;

and

outputting the configuration plan.



2 . The method of claim 1, wherein determining the respective coverage zone for

each signal comprises determining an association of coverage zones with respective

coverage sets, wherein each coverage zone represents a subset of the remote antenna

units, wherein each coverage set represents a subset of signals of the plurality of

signals that are to be transported to a common coverage zone.

3 . The method of claim 2, wherein the subset of signals of the plurality of signals

comprise band sets, each band set comprising a set of signals having an association

with the common coverage zone, each band set being represented by a respective

band stream.

4 . The method of claim 3, further comprising generating each band stream by

combining a respective set of signals.

5 . The method of claim 4, wherein determining the configuration plan comprises:

for each band set, determining a respective digital bandwidth for communicating

a digital representation of all signals in the band set based on the frequency occupancy

of all signals in the band set; and

determining the configuration plan based on the available bandwidth of each

communication transport link, the band set bandwidth of each band set, and

associations between the coverage zones and the respective coverage sets,

wherein the configuration plan further specifies the communication transport links

via which to deliver band streams representing the band sets to the coverage zones.



6 . The method of claim 3, wherein determining the association of coverage zones

with respective coverage sets comprises, for each signal:

receiving a respective coverage zone to which to provide the signal;

assigning the signal to a respective band set having a plurality of signals

associated with the band and the coverage zone, the respective band set being

represented by a respective band stream having a respective band stream bandwidth;

and

assigning the band set to a respective coverage set, the respective coverage set

being associated with the coverage zone and comprising a plurality of band streams.

7 . The method of claim 3, wherein determining the respective coverage zone for

each signal comprises:

associating a plurality of coverage zones to the remote antenna units such that

each coverage zone of the plurality of coverage zones is associated with a subset of the

remote antenna units;

for each signal,

determining a band associated with the signal; and

receiving an identification of a respective coverage zone to which to

provide the signal;

determining band sets based on the plurality of coverage zones and bands of the

plurality of signals, each band set representing a subset of the plurality of signals

associated with respective coverage zone;



determining one or more coverage sets based on the band sets and the plurality

of coverage zones, each coverage set being associated with at least one of the plurality

of coverage zones and representing a subset of the band sets.

8 . The method of claim 2, wherein the configuration plan is also determined based

on the coverage sets associated with respective coverage zones.

9 . A system for developing a configuration plan of a distributed antenna system, the

system comprising:

a unit configured to receive signals from a base station and communicate the

signals to remote antenna units via communication transport links of the distributed

antenna system;

a processor disposed in the unit and configured for:

determining an association of coverage zones with respective coverage

sets, wherein each coverage zone represents a subset of the remote antenna units,

wherein each coverage set comprises a plurality of band sets to be provided to a

common coverage zone, each band set comprising a subset of the plurality of signals,

the band set being represented by a band stream;

determining a hardware capability of the distributed antenna system,

wherein the hardware capability comprises a respective available bandwidth for each

communication transport link;

determining the configuration plan based on the available bandwidth of

each communication transport link, a respective frequency occupancy of each band set,



a respective digital bandwidth of each band set, and associations between the coverage

zones and the respective coverage sets, wherein the frequency occupancy comprises

the minimum frequency component and the maximum frequency component of the

signals of the band sets, wherein the digital bandwidth comprises a bandwidth for

communicating the signal via the respective communication transport link; and

outputting the configuration plan.

10 . The system of claim 9, wherein determining the configuration plan based on the

band set bandwidth of each band set comprises:

sorting respective band sets of each coverage set by the bandwidth of the band

sets from largest to smallest;

providing the band set having the largest bandwidth to a first communication

transport link coupled to the coverage zone associated with the coverage set;

analyzing a remaining available bandwidth of the first communication transport

link and a number of band sets on the first communication transport link to determine

that a next largest bandwidth band set is to be provided on a second communication

transport link coupled to the coverage zone associated with the coverage set; and

providing the next largest bandwidth band set to the second communication

transport link.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is further configured for:

grouping the band sets into common band sets, shared band sets, and zone-

specific band sets, wherein each common band set is provided to all of the coverage



zones in the distributed antenna system, wherein each shared band set is provided to a

respective subset of the coverage zones in the distributed antenna system, wherein

each of the zone-specific band sets is provided to a single respective coverage zone in

the distributed antenna system;

assigning the common band sets to configuration links in order of decreasing

bandwidth;

assigning the shared band sets to configuration links in order of decreasing

bandwidth; and

assigning the zone-specific band sets to configuration links in order of decreasing

bandwidth.

12 . The system of claim 9, wherein the configuration plan further specifies the

communication transport links via which to deliver band streams representing the band

sets to the coverage zones.

13 . A distributed antenna system, comprising:

a plurality of remote antenna units grouped into a plurality of coverage zones,

each coverage zone comprising a subset of the remote antenna units;

a unit in communication with the plurality of remote antenna units over a plurality

of communication transport links, the unit comprising a configuration module configured

for:

determining characteristics comprising, for each signal, a respective

frequency occupancy of the signal, a respective digital bandwidth of the signal, and a



respective coverage zone to which to provide the signal, wherein the frequency

occupancy comprises the minimum frequency component and the maximum frequency

component of the signal, wherein the digital bandwidth comprises a bandwidth for

communicating the signal via the communication transport links;

determining a hardware capability of the distributed antenna system,

wherein the hardware capability comprises a respective available bandwidth for each

communication transport link;

determining a configuration plan based on the hardware capability and the

characteristics, wherein the configuration plan specifies a configuration of the plurality of

communication transport links for transporting the digital representations of the signals;

and

outputting the configuration plan.

14. The distributed antenna system of claim 13, wherein determining the respective

coverage zone for each signal comprises receiving an association of coverage zones

with coverage sets, wherein each coverage zone represents the subset of the remote

antenna units, wherein each coverage set represents a subset of signals of the plurality

of signals that are to be transported to a common coverage zone.

15 . The distributed antenna system of claim 14, wherein the subset of signals of the

plurality of signals comprise band sets, each band set comprising a set of signals

having an association with the common coverage zone, the band set being represented

by a band stream.



16 . The distributed antenna system of claim 15, wherein the configuration plan is

determined based on digital bandwidths for communicating digital representations of the

band sets, wherein a respective digital bandwidth of each band set is determined by the

frequencies of the signals in the set of signals.

17 . The distributed antenna system of claim 16, wherein determining the

configuration plan based on the bandwidth of the band sets comprises:

sorting the band sets in each coverage set by the bandwidth of the band sets

from largest to smallest;

providing the band set having the largest bandwidth to a first communication

transport link coupled to the coverage zone associated with the coverage set;

analyzing a remaining available bandwidth of the first communication transport

link and a number of band sets on the first communication transport link to determine

that a next largest bandwidth band set is to be provided on a second communication

transport link coupled to the coverage zone associated with the coverage set; and

providing the next largest bandwidth band set to the second communication

transport link.

18 . The distributed antenna system of claim 16, wherein the hardware capability

further comprises:

a number of communication transport links between a remote antenna unit

and the unit;



a determination of whether one or more communication transport links are

shared by two or more remote antenna units; and

a maximum number of band streams capable of being carried by the

plurality of communication transport links.

19 . The distributed antenna system of claim 15, wherein determining the respective

coverage zone for each signal comprises:

associating the plurality of coverage zones to the remote antenna units such that

each coverage zone of the plurality of coverage zones is associated with a subset of the

remote antenna units;

for each signal,

determining a band associated with the signal; and

receiving an identification of a coverage zone of the plurality of coverage

zones to which to provide the signal;

determining band sets based on the plurality of coverage zones and bands of the

plurality of signals, each band set representing a subset of the plurality of signals;

determining one or more coverage sets based on the band sets and the plurality

of coverage zones, each coverage set being associated with at least one of the plurality

of coverage zones and representing a subset of the band sets.

20. The distributed antenna system of claim 15, wherein determining the

configuration plan comprises:



for each band set, determining a band set bandwidth based on the bandwidth of

each signal in the band set; and

determining the configuration plan based on the available bandwidth of each

communication transport link, the band set bandwidth of each band set, and

associations between the coverage zones and the respective coverage sets,

wherein the configuration plan further specifies the communication transport links

via which to deliver band streams representing the band sets to the coverage zones.
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